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Abstract

Acoustic spectroscopy has been employed to investigate the nature of the processes occurring at liquid He temperature in pure
polycrystalline Y and Sc for frequencies in the kHz range. The anelastic spectra indicate that hydrogen is delocalized in at least two
different tunnel systems. Possible tunnel systems are discussed: the isolated or interacting H atom tunnelling between pairs of adjacent
tetrahedral sites, the H atom tunnelling near single or paired O traps. It is concluded that, in the present dilute alloys, the observed
relaxations have to be attributed to tunnel systems constituted by H trapped by O displaying transition rates governed by the multiphonon
process.  1999 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction delocalizes in TLS [9–12,14,15]. The reason why the same
types of sites give rise to so different relaxation rates can

Various experiments in hcp rare-earth metals [1–15] be justified with the different types of tunnel systems: the
have revealed effects associated to the dynamics of hydro- isolated non interacting H atom, the H atom elastically
gen consisting of slow and fast local motions on at least interacting with other H atoms or with an heavy interstitial
three different regimes of mobility. The slow motion, impurity, such as oxygen. What distinguishes these tunnel
characterised by an activation energy of 0.6 eV, is iden- systems is the asymmetry between the wells which de-
tified with long-range diffusion and H pair dissolution / termines the electron- and phonon-induced transition rates
formation [7,8,13], as observed by Gorsky effect [1], and the intensity of the relaxation: the larger the
quasielastic neutron scattering QNS [2–4], nuclear mag- asymmetry is, the smaller is the transition rate. Up to now
netic resonance (NMR) [5,6] and acoustic spectroscopy most experiments have been conducted on highly hydro-
[7–9]. Another aspect of the slow motion is also the genated alloys (.1 at% H) where the role of trapping
reorientation of H around oxygen impurities, which occurs impurities is negligible. Instead, distinct relaxation pro-
with an activation energy of 0.15 eV as observed by cesses due to H hopping and tunnelling near a trapping
acoustic spectroscopy [9–12]. Instead, fast motion of impurity have already been observed in dilute Y–H system
hydrogen involves local tunnelling between adjacent tetra- [9,12]. In order to investigate the nature of the tunnel

4 7hedral sites (transition rates included between 10 and 10 systems in rare earths and clarify the role played by the
21s in the temperature range 10–100 K) as revealed by heavy trapping centres on the formation of hydrogen

NMR [14,15] and anelastic spectroscopy [9–12]. Besides, tunnel systems, we have conducted a study of anelastic
10 12 21ultra fast motion (10 and 10 s , between 10 and 200 spectroscopy. It was performed down to liquid helium

K) has been observed over the same temperature range by temperatures on pure polycrystalline scandium and yttrium
QNS [2,4]. Both fast and ultra fast motion can be fairly containing a few thousands of at ppm H and some
interpreted, using the two-level systems (TLS) formalism, hundreds of at ppm O1N1C.
in terms of local tunnelling of H between pairs of adjacent
tetrahedral sites T along the c-axis. On such pairs whichs d
can be occupied by no more than one atom, hydrogen 2. Experiments

*Corresponding author. The samples were two rectangular bars of pure poly-
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3crystalline Sc (|5031.436.1 mm ) and one of pure follows: P6 around 280 K is the well known relaxation to
3polycrystalline Y (4034.432 mm ), purchased from the due the formation /dissolution of H pairs [7,8,13]; P5

Ames Laboratory. The gaseous impurities of the samples around 210 K is caused by a mechanism involving
in the ‘as received state’ were: 849 at ppm H, 380 at ppm interstitial hydrogen dragged by dislocations [12]; P4 and
O1N1C, residual resistivity ratio (R /R ), RRR5 P3 are ascribed to the local motion of H trapped by the273 K 4 K

50 for Sc; 880 at ppm H, 600 at ppm O1N, residual oxygen atoms [9,12]; finally, below 50 K, processes T1
resistivity ratio RRR534 for Y. During the experiments, and T2 present features indicative of quantum-mechanical
the possible variations of the interstitial impurities were tunnelling of hydrogen [9–12]. The mechanisms of P3 and
monitored by considering separately the values of the P4 can be inferred from the phenomenology systematically
electrical resistivity at 4.2 and 273 K instead of the RRR observed during cooling /heating runs, after H-, O-dopings
values which are affected by the hydrogen clustering and after H outgassing. Peak P4 is associated to the O–H
(H–H pairs, mO–nH complexes) occurring below 200 K. complex unstable down to the liquid nitrogen temperature.

Before every thermal treatment, the surface oxide was Its intensity can be reduced either with increasing the H
abraded immersed in CCl by emery paper, in order to content (above 1 at% H), due to the saturation and the4

reduce the O contamination; then the samples were wrap- blocking of the trap sites around O, or by the depletion of
ped in zirconium foils, with a Mo wire preventing the the O–H population with proceeding the H outgassing.
contact with the foils, and annealed at 1000 K in UHV Peak P3, more pronounced in samples with higher O-

28(10 mbar range); finally they were cooled to room content, displays a similar behaviour and should be
temperature in less than 4 min. attributed to a different type of cluster, likely the 2O–H

21The anelastic spectroscopy measurements (Q ) were complex (in the present sample with less than 600 at ppm
carried out between 1 and 300 K, on cooling /heating at O, it is hardly detectable around 90 K).
rates included between 0.5 and 2 K/min by electrostatical- The anelastic spectrum of Sc exhibits thermally acti-
ly exciting the samples on different flexural vibration vated relaxations less intense but similar to those reported
modes with frequencies in the kHz range. in Y, thus we use the same labels P6, P5, . . . T1, T2 to

indicate the corresponding peaks. In the ‘as received’ state
(Sc, curve 1, r 50.98 mV cm, r 548.5 mV cm), P44 K 273 K

and P3 are absent. This can be explained with the higher
3. Results and discussion purity of the material: we suppose that the trap sites (380

at ppm O1N1C) are saturated by more than one H atom
The relaxation spectra below room temperature of (849 at ppm H or even more, as shown later) and that the

polycrystalline yttrium and scandium in the ‘as received hopping of H in higher order complexes is inhibited. Curve
state’ are shown in Fig. 1. All measurement runs have been 2 displays the Sc spectrum after heating up to 480 K in

27performed during cooling. about 3 h in high vacuum (|10 mbar). This thermal
A previous investigation carried out by us revealed six treatment does not produce any O contamination and H

thermally activated processes in Y. Those processes, outgassing because the values of resistivity (r 51.034 K

reproduced in the present sample (r 51.6 mV cm, mV cm, r 549.5 mV cm), and the intensity of peak P64 K 273 K

r 560.9 mV cm, RRR538), have been interpreted as does not change within experimental errors. In spite of this273 K

Fig. 1. Anelastic relaxation spectra of Y, and Sc after subsequent thermal treatments (t.t.).
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fact, the intensity of processes T2 was markedly reduced. than the energy of the first excited state for H vibration in
An explanation of this behaviour may be a different the T sites as deduced from neutron scattering in Y and Sc
clustering of hydrogen consequent to a variation of the [17–19]. In order to explain how tunnelling between pairs
state in solid solution of the trapping centres (mainly of adjacent T sites can give rise to so different relaxation
oxygen). If we suppose that, similarly to hydrogen, oxygen rates, different types of tunnel systems has to be dis-
may form stable pairs, we would expect a difference in the tinguished: the isolated H atom, the H pair along the c-axis
concentration of the H, H–H, O–H and O–O–H popula- and the atom H trapped by an O atom. The major
tions between the ‘as received’ material and its state after difference among these types of adjacent T sites is the
the ageing at 480 K. In particular, the equilibrium values asymmetry a between the two potential wells, and possibly
of the concentration ratio C /C is expected to be an also the tunnelling matrix element t. This differenceO O–O

increasing function of temperature. Therefore, if during the determines the transition rates, which in the two-level
2tmaterial preparation a smaller C concentration had ]O–O model (TLS) are proportional to S D where E 5E]]2 2frozen by rapid cooling from high temperature, the O–O Œt 1 a is the energy separation between the levels.

population should have increased during the 480 K. We Therefore, the larger is the asymmetry, the smaller is the
have shown that at this temperature O is mobile in Y, so transition rate. In the QNS experiments the transition rates
that the equilibrium concentration of the O pairs can be are estimated from the inverse of the width of the quasi-
reached in a short time [12]. The possibility of oxygen elastic peak, thus the ultra fast TLS’s are better detected
precipitation is excluded because the phase diagram of the and can be identified with single H atoms in nearly
Sc–O system shows that O concentration in solid solution symmetric pairs of sites [2,4]. Instead, the present acoustic
is of the order of some at% down to room temperature measurements characterised by the lower rates would rule
[16]. In addition, O precipitation would cause a much out the symmetric tunnel systems though we do not
larger drop than O pairing and no significant variation of exclude they might manifest themselves at temperatures
resistivity was observed. lower than those here explored.

From the above considerations we infer that the relaxing Possible asymmetric tunnel systems that remain to
entities which give rise to peaks T1 and T2 are formed by consider are: (i) H atoms whose interaction generates the
O–O–H and O–H complexes, respectively. In fact, the asymmetry on the adjacent T sites, (ii) the trapped H on
480 K ageing increased the O–O population at the the mO–nH complexes where a strong asymmetric distor-
expenses of the O population, without changing the total H tion of the two potential wells can be caused by the
concentration. Therefore, the O–H population is decreased trapping impurity [9]. In the as received state (curve 1, Sc),
and more H atoms are available for the O–O–H and the processes T1 and T2 could presumably derive from the
untrapped H populations. Neither T1 nor T2 are due to superposition of both types of tunnel systems but the
untrapped H, since none of them increase from curve 1 to previous considerations exclude a contribution from the
curve 2. Instead, peak T2 should be due to O–H complex- untrapped H. Then we conclude that T2 is associated to a
es as demonstrated by its marked reduction, while peak T1 TLS within the O–H complex and T1 within the O–O–H
whose intensity is little affected should be due to O–O–H complex. The reason why the untrapped H should not give
complexes. any contribution to the relaxation at this temperature is that

The annealing treatment at 1000 K (curve 3, r 51.084 K due to the low concentration (less than 0.2 at% H) the H
mV cm, r 547.8 mV cm) produces: (i) a H outgassing273 K interaction does not significatively affect the symmetry of
deduced from the reduction of P6 and P5, and from the the the tunnel systems. The relaxation spectrum after the
resistivity decrease Dr 50.741.7 mV cm indicating273 K 1000 K annealing confirms the hypothesis of TLS associ-
that 0.240.4 at% H was contained in the as received ated to the trapping centres. In fact, T1 and T2 are still
sample (assuming the value of 4 mV cm/at% H [13] for present when the untrapped H population is strongly
the specific resistivity); (ii) a light O contamination reduced (P6 is nearly suppressed) and the mO–nH popula-
revealed by the resistivity increase Dr 50.1 mV cm;4 K tion complexes is becoming predominant. The fact that in
(iii) the appearance of P4 (and perhaps of P3 around 80 K) this state T2 is more intense than T1 (curve 3) can be again
due to reduced blocking effect of H. explained by a new redistribution of the O and O–O

Though processes T1 and T2 display relaxation rates populations, with C .C frozen by the rapid cooling21 4 21 21 4 21 O O–O,(t 510 s in Y, t 52 10 s in Sc, around 30 K) from the high temperature annealing.
lower than those found by QNS [2,4], NMR [14,15], and Fig. 2 presents the shift of relaxation curves T1 and T2
ultrasonic attenuation [10,11] experiments, nevertheless in the as received Sc carried out concomitantly at two
they have to be associated with H tunnelling. In fact, if different resonance frequencies. In terms of the TLS

21interpreted in terms of a classical over-barrier hopping, the formalism the energy loss Q associated to each relaxa-
shift of the peak temperature with frequency would tion curve T1, T2 is given by:
indicate an activation energy lower than 50 meV with an

211 vt21attempt frequency of the order of 10 s. These values of ]]]Q 5 D (1)R 2energies appear to be unphysical because are even lower 1 1 vts d
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E
]peak around the temperature T 5 0.65 where thekB

relaxation strength function reaches the maximum. Thus,
because the electrons and one phonon rate laws are slowly
varying function of temperature while the two phonon (or
multiphonon) rates are much more strongly dependent, we
conclude that in the present processes the two phonon
coupling is dominant.
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Fig. 2. Temperature shift of T1 and T2 in Sc with frequency.
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